


 Raise your hand if you’ve heard of
cryptocurrency before



 Raise your hand if you’ve used
cryptocurrency before



 Blockchain & cryptocurrency are becoming
part of the world’s daily discourse



 Our client, Lectoraat Netwerkcultuur aims to study how
 cryptocurrency wallets can be designed to facilitate a broader
 understanding of the influence of blockchain technology, and
  define what good or bad wallet design is.

Client
BRIEF



What are wallets?



Findings & Insights
 RESEARCH � DESK & FIELD

+

Bread Mycelium Exodus Copay Jaxx Armory Green Address Blockchain Wallet

Setting up an Account Process
No introduction at all. Icons 
to set a new account you are guided to an extern They guide you through the 

what you are actually doing

They guide you through the 

what you are actually doing

They guide you through the 

what you are actually doing
step introduction even after 
signup

Clean/Easy Interface Modern and well thought
interface

Modern and well thought
interface welcome back to 

Level of Easiness no introduction at all.
it is a hardcore wallet only
for those who are worthy
of the blockchain

Feeling of Security
No PINs or TouchID to open

activated on settings.

Everyone can just open it on 
your computer and start 
using your wallet

they have multiple security
settings Helped also by the branding

Feeling of Privacy
Feels pretty hard for s.o.
else

the security settings

not at all
No PINs or TouchID to open

activated on settings. private information you can access it

Currency Conversion

Use Coins (Real-world Shopping)

Buy/Sell Coins Only on Android cryptocurrencies

Chrome Extension

Different cryptocurrencies
under one wallet

1 (Bitcoin) 1 (Bitcoin) Multiple 1 (Bitcoin) Multiple 1 (Bitcoin) 1 (Bitcoin) 2

No features other than
sending and receiving

nice wallet.

android and apple waiting, you can select a 
lower fee and wait longer

logged

It has some nice features 

wallet

Legend

Hard

No
Advanced
Low

Intermediate
Medium

Easy

Yes
Beginner
High

It is complicated to get 
started.

There is no margin for error.

There are a lot of options 
for wallets, markets and 
suppliers.

Mining for bitcoins isn’t 
relevant anymore.

It will be the underlying 
technology of the future 
which will be invisible for 
the masses.

Because it is based on 
code, it it hackable (espe
cially because it is open-
source)



 If the use of a wallet is influenced by its UI/UX; what kind
of wallet does each user prefer?

BRIEF REFRAMING � RESEARCH QUESTION



Concept Stance
EMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

It will ease the 
introdcution into digital 

wallets

It will introduce 
the concept for 

different wallets, 
markets and 

suppliers

It will explain and 
educate in an 
approachable 
and fun way



BUILDING A RESEARCH TOOL

 We created a project that can give us insights on what
users want so we could build better wallets.



1 2 3
 You learn better when
you’re having fun.

 You learn more effectively
 through some healthy
competition.

 You are encouraged to
 look at things from a new
angle.

Rieber, L.P. ETR&D (1996) 44: 43. https://doi.org/10.1007/BF02300540
Seriously considering play: Designing interactive learning environments based on the blending of microworlds, simulations, and games

Play-based Learning
for young adults

CONCEPT: WHY A GAME?



Narrative & End Goal
CONCEPT

FARM METAPHOR
Easy to grasp
 Emotional design for an
abstract technology

 Goal: Players race to get
 the most coins before the
timer ends.
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PAPER PLAY�TEST



Game Progression
CONCEPT

Phase

0 - Onboarding/Tutorial

1 - Currency Generation

Description

Start game
User introduced to storylin
 First transaction (buy currency)

Introduce miners

2 - Second layer Introduce second currency
Wallet upgrade (optional):

 - being able to use a second currency,
- send money to another user
Wallet feature addons

3 - Actions & Vault Introduce Action cards such as:
- Spying
- Transaction fee slashed
- Mining power multiplier

Introduce the Vault.

Narrative Dashboard Transactions Wallet Config

 User introduced to storyline, given
currency

 Price indicator / fluctuates when
users buy/set an item

View purchased asset
 on dashboard

 No registration required, only name. ex: in which
 name should the king’s secretary issue the cheque?

Forced user action:
 Exchange currency for

asset (milk)

 End  untimed mock
turn

(activated by user)

First start game

 “This is where you can see
your assets, miners etc.”

 Returned to dashboard,
timer begins counting

 Miner (Cow) introduced by narrative
window popup

Turn Start

End Turn

Forced navigation:
Buy Cow?

Yes/Maybe later

 I want to
 build the

shed

Yes

Buy
 Narrative popup introduces NPC/
seller of new currency and miner

 Buy miner: Possible but player
 warned that assets will go to waste
without a shed upgrade. Proceed?

 A sheep shed is available for
   unlocking in the wallet upgrades.

Proceed with turn

 To store and trade wool, you need
 to build a new shed. Upgrade your

farm now?

 “You can come find
me in the market”

 In the next turn, the miner’s assets will go to
waste if the user didn’t buy the upgrade.

Turn Start

Turn End Dashboard displays new  miner

 “You can now store, buy buy and sell
sheep’s wool.”

 I’ll take
 care of it

later

 Narrative popup of “disaster
 situation” (action)

 You are given a card to try (forced
interaction?)

Turn Start













THAT’S GREAT, 
STRANGER!

WHAT IS NEXT?

GENEVIEVE
Now, tell me your name.

I will grant you a bag of gold 
and give a chance to be my 
new Master of Coin.

NEXT

HOW TO PLAY?

GET READY, 
GENEVIEVE!

YOUR GOAL

To become the Master of Coin, you 
need to have the most amount of 
coins among all the players when 
the timer hits zero.  
 
You have to buy/sell products at the 
right time and strategize wisely to 
maximize your earnings. 

LET’S DO THIS!

You will receive this bag of gold 
from our queen to get you started.

١٠ .٠ ٠ ٠ ¢

WELCOME, 
STRANGER!

YES!

WHAT HAPPENED?

Our kingdom’s Master of Coin and 
official traders have angered our 

queen with their rising rates. 
 

Our queen decided to invest in a 
group of decentralized farmers to 

select her new Master of Coin 
through a fair competition.

Do you want to compete?

HOW TO PLAY?

GET READY, 
GENEVIEVE!

NEXT

MARKET

Market is where you can buy/sell 
products, and animals that will 
produce more products. 
 
 
 
 
You can check the current values of 
items. Swipe left to sell the related 
item, and swipe right to buy. 

MARKETAdd-Ons Cards VaultStorage

١٢٣٤٥,٦¢

Wool

١٢٥,٤٢¢

BU
Y

SELL



BACK

JOIN A GAME

WELCOME BACK, 
GENEVIEVE!

JOIN

Choose a kingdom to join.

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ١

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ٢

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ٣

CREATE A GAME

WELCOME BACK, 
GENEVIEVE!

JOIN A GAME

How long?

How many players?

15m

2

30m

3

45m

4

1h

5

CREATE

JOIN

Name of your kingdom?

CREATE A GAME

WELCOME BACK, 
GENEVIEVE!

JOIN A GAME

How long?

How many players?

15m

2

30m

3

45m

4

1h

5

CREATE

JOIN

Name of my kingdom

BACK

JOIN A GAME

WELCOME BACK, 
GENEVIEVE!

JOIN

Choose a kingdom to join.

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ١

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ٢

NAME OF THE KINGDOM ٣







Market fluctuation





99

99 9999,99CFee:

999,99K 99 99GENEVIEVE
PLAYER 1

MarketAdd-Ons Cards Vault

00:12:34

12,345 lt
Milk

= 123,45 k coins

STORAGE

TRANSFER

12,345 kg
= 123,45 k coins

Wool

12,345 kg
= 123,45 k coins

Bacon

MESSAGE FROM QUEEN

TRANSFER (0 c)

VAULT FEATURE

GOT IT

You can’t sell/buy products through your 
vault, but only through your storage. 

To keep your products safe, 
I provide you with a vault. 
Products transferred to 
your vault can’t be stolen.







٩٩

٩٩ ٩٩٩٩,٩٩CFee:

٩٩٩,٩٩K ٩٩ ٩٩GENEVIEVE
PLAYER ١

MarketAdd-Ons Cards Vault

٠ ٠ :١٢:٣٤

١٢,٣٤٥ lt
Milk

= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

STORAGE

TRANSFER

١٢,٣٤٥ kg
= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

Wool

١٢,٣٤٥ kg
= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

Bacon

ATTENTION!

TRANSFER (٠  c)

SECURITY WARNING!

Robbers in town attack to storages 
and steal everything in them!

GOT IT

You might get attacked anytime, with any 
power. Upgrade your security ASAP!



Your Cards (2/3)

SECURITY

+2
BUY CARDBUY CARD

Card Information

NO CARD 
IS SELECTED

Select a card to use it and  
see detailed information

99999,99K 99 99GENEVIEVE
PLAYER 1

00:12:34

VaultMarketAdd-Ons Storage CARDS

CARDS

999C999C

BUY CARD

999 c

1

Card

/ each

Your card(s) will be drawn randomly.

BUY (999 c)

?

Your Cards (2/3)

SECURITY

+2
BUY CARDBUY CARD

Card Information

NO CARD 
IS SELECTED

Select a card to use it and  
see detailed information

99999,99K 99 99GENEVIEVE
PLAYER 1

00:12:34

VaultMarketAdd-Ons Storage CARDS

CARDS

999C999C

YOU RECEIVED

OK

ATTACK

+4

Your Cards (2/3)

SECURITY

+2

ATTACK

+4
BUY CARD

999C

Card Information

99999,99K 99 99GENEVIEVE
PLAYER 1

00:12:34

VaultMarketAdd-Ons Storage CARDS

CARDS

ATTACK +4
When used, this card will 

allow you to attack a random 

player’s storage, with  

4 attack power.  

 

The card will be in effect 

immediately.

USE CARD

SECURITY

+2

ATTACK

+4

Your Cards (1/3)

SECURITY

+2
BUY CARDBUY CARD

Card Information

NO CARD 
IS SELECTED

Select a card to use it and  
see detailed information

99999,99K 99 99GENEVIEVE
PLAYER 1

00:12:34

VaultMarketAdd-Ons Storage CARDS

CARDS

999C999C







٩٩

٩٩ ٩٩٩٩,٩٩CFee:

٩٩٩,٩٩K ٩٩ ٩٩GENEVIEVE
PLAYER ١

MarketAdd-Ons Cards Vault

٠ ٠ :١٢:٣٤

١٢,٣٤٥ lt
Milk

= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

STORAGE

TRANSFER

١٢,٣٤٥ kg
= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

Wool

١٢,٣٤٥ kg
= ١٢٣,٤٥ k coins

Bacon

TIME IS UP!

You finished ٣rd.

LEADERBOARD

PLAYER ١٢.٣٤٥,٦٧               ٣ ¢ 

PLAYER ١٢.٣٤٥,٦٧               ٢ ¢ 

PLAYER ١                ١٢.٣٤٥,٦٧ ¢ 

PLAYER ١٢.٣٤٥,٦٧               ٤ ¢ 

PLAYER ١٢.٣٤٥,٦٧               ٥ ¢

GREAT!



Style & Moodboard
VISUAL DESIGN

Malika FavreAbstract, mysterious, mature, colourful



Branding
VISUAL DESIGN





Reflection & Next steps

 More testing to determine the best navigation and item
placement for easier play.

Find a more intuitive way to do buy and sell actions.

 Due to time constraints, our process missed an early testing,
  causing some problems that became evident in later play-tests.



Thank You!
BUGRA KANTAR, CHANTAL RAMZY, LENA HEINRICH, SANDER BOER.




